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Abstract 
We consider the fimctionals defined using an extension to higher types of ramified recurrence, 
which was introduced independently in [4, IS, 2 l] and [35]. Three styles of functional programs 
over free algebras are examined: equational recurrence, applicative programs with recurrence 
operators, and purely applicative higher-type programs. We show that for every free algebra 
A and each one of these styles, the functions defined by ramified recurrence in finite types 
are precisely the functions over A computable in a number of steps elementary in the size 
of the input. This should be contrasted with unrestricted higher type recurrence which yields. 
for numeric computing, all provably recursive functions of first order arithmetic. This paper is 
revised and expanded from the proceedings paper [23]. The research project of which it is part 
is closely related to Rohit Parikh’s longstanding interest in conceptual delineation of feasibility. 
(3 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.. 
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1. Introduction 
1. I. Ramified recurrence and computational complexit). 
Several natural classes of computable numeric functions can be defined or character- 
ized by variants of recurrence (i.e. primitive recursion), such as the primitive recursive 
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functions, multiply-recursive functions [32], and the provably recursive functions of 
first-order arithmetic [9]. Ritchie and Cobham [33,7] gave the first characterizations 
by recurrence of smaller complexity classes. More recent research has revealed that 
codifying formally different uses of data in computing leads to a better understand- 
ing of the relation between applicative programs and computational complexity. This 
was pointed out independently for recurrence [4], for functional recurrence [35], for 
lambda representability [18], and for second-order provability [22]. Notably, Bellantoni 
and Cook [4] formalized this distinction and obtained a functional characterization of 
poly-time that does away with the bounding condition of [7]. In [21] we outlined a 
predicative-finitistic critique of recurrence that leads to a generalization and streamlin- 
ing of the result and proof of [4], using a general form of ramified data and ramified 
recurrence. Variants of this method have been used to characterize, among others, lin- 
ear space [21, 11,241, NC, and alternating poly-log time [5, 371, NC [38], NP and the 
poly-time hierarchy [ 11, and poly-space [27,29,2]. ’ 
1.2. Ramified recurrence in finite type 
We consider here the extension of ramified recurrence to functionals of arbitrary 
(finite) type. Our ramified system has, for each type r, a type Qr intended to denote 
the data elements that support recurrence over type r. Our main result is that, for any 
non-trivial free algebra A, the first-order functions defined using ramified recurrence for 
all finite types are precisely the functions over A that are computable in time elementary 
in the size of the input. This is in contrast to unrestricted higher type recurrence, which 
(for numeric functions) yields the provably recursive functions of first-order arithmetic 
[9]. We establish here equivalence to elementary time computability for three variants 
of ramified recurrence in finite type: equational recurrence, applicative programs with 
recurrence operators, and purely applicative programs. 
Table 1 summarizes the analogies between the main forms of recurrence over word 
algebras. 2 Recall that a word algebra is a non-trivial free algebra whose constructors 
are all of arity < 1. According to whether a word algebra has one or several unary 
constructors, we call it monadic or polyadic. 
Our analysis of ramified recurrence in higher type has interesting applications to 
closure properties of classes of functions under definitional schemas, such as generalized 
forms of recurrence. The main results proved here can be relativized to computing with 
oracles, from which it follows that definitional schemas that can be captured by higher 
type functionals defined by ramified recurrence preserve function classes which are 
closed under elementary time oracle-computations. Some examples are mentioned in 
[23], following [35]. 
’ Data ramification underlies also the characterizations of poly-time by set-existence principles [22], by 
typed I-calculi [26], and by a proof theoretic ramification [25]. 
* First-order recurrence over tree algebras generates a somewhat irregular class of functions. How- 
ever, recurrence with parameter substitution yields the functions computable in alternating poly-logarithmic 
time [2]. 
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Table 1 
Un-ramified Ramified 
monadic polyadlc 
First-order Prim. rec. 82 = linear space Polynomial time 
124, 111 [4.24] 
Higher order Provably rec. R; = elementary 
[91 (this paper) 
1.3. Reluted results 
A few words are in order about related results on ramified recurrence in higher type, 
for both broader and narrower classes of functions. On the broader side, a stratification 
of types in the second-order lambda calculus (Girard’s system Fz) is explored in [ 191. 
where it is shown that the functions definable in the resulting pure L-calculus form 
exactly the fourth level & in Grzegorczyk’s classification of the primitive recursive 
functions [ IO]. 
Some results are known about restricted forms of ramified recurrence in higher type. 
When second-order ramified types are limited to ones that satisfy certain “predicativity” 
conditions, then one obtains the poly-space functions; for second-order types this is 
proved in [29] (see also [3,28]). 
1.4. Plun qf‘ the paper 
We start in Section 2 by defining ramified recurrence over free algebras, focusing 
m particular on its monotonic variant (often dubbed, for numeric computing, “iteration 
with parameters”). In Section 3 we define register machines, a generic computation 
model over free algebras, and show that every function computable by a register ma- 
chine in elementary time is definable by ramified monotonic recurrence. Section 4 
describes an applicative calculus that captures the equational system of ramified mono- 
tonic recurrence. We interpret this applicative variant of recurrence in a pure l-calculus 
over the given algebra, and show in Section 5 that all functions represented in that 
calculus are elementary. In Section 6 we summarize the main results, and mention their 
straightforward generalization to data systems that combine several free algebras. 
2. Recurrence 
2.1. Recurrence ouer free algehrus 
We adopt, for the rest of the paper, the convention that A is an infinite free algebra 
generated from constructors cl . . CL, and we let r =df max(rt rj,), where T, = 
mit_y(Ci)>O. The height of a E A, denoted by la], is the height of the syntax tree 
of a; that is: Ic,(u~ . ..a.-!)\ = 1 + max(lu, / . . la,. 1) (if r, = 0 we have max() = 0, 
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and so lcil = 1). Since A is infinite, it has at least one constructor of arity 0, and 
at least one of arity > 0. A is a word algebra if r = 1, a tree algebra if r > 1. 
A word algebra is monadic if it has one unary constructor, polyadic if it has several. 
For example, the algebra N of natural numbers (represented as unary numerals) is 
a monadic word algebra generated from the 0-ary 0 and the unary S; the simplest 
polyadic word algebra is the algebra W of binary words, generated from the 0-ary E 
and the unary constructors 0 and 1. 3 
Definition (Recurrence 
each constructor: 
f(ZG(al . . ..a.;)) 
where 
over A). The schema of recurrence over A has a clause for 
=sC,(zii,~,Y.,(Pr,) 
‘pi =df f(zY aj > 
i= l...k 
(1) 
The functions gL; are the recurrence functions, the variables x’ are the recurrence pa- 
rameters, the argument of f exhibited last in (1) is the recurrence argument, and the 
last ri arguments of gC, are the critical arguments. Let Ret(A) denote the set of func- 
tions over A defined from the constructors of A by recurrence and explicit definition 
(i.e. using composition and projections). Thus, Rec( N) is the set of primitive recursive 
functions. 
Instances of (1) need not mention all arguments displayed in that template. If the 
arguments a’ are all absent, then the recurrence is monotonic. 4 If the parameters x’ are 
all absent, then the recurrence is closed. If all critical arguments are missing, then the 
recurrence is jlat. Two important examples of functions defined by flat recurrence are 
the branching and destructor functions for A. The branching function case = caseA 
is given by the k clauses case(c;(a, . . .a,;),xl . . .x,) = xi (i = 1,. . . ,k). A has r 
destructor functions, dstrl, , dstr,., defined by 
dstrj(ci(al . ..a.,)) = a, ifj<ri, 
dstri(c;(a’)) = Ci(Z) otherwise. 
For instance, word algebras have a single destructor, which for N is the predecessor 
function. 
3 FJV is a syntactic variant of {0, l}“, since we can identify each term with the corresponding word over 
{O,l}; for example 011 is identified with 011s =0(1(1(s)))). 
4 The phrase “iteration with parameters”, is often used for monotonic recurrence over N, but its occasional 
uses for other algebras [6] seem to be a misnomer. We use “monotonic” to convey the irreversible progress of 
the computation in tandem with the generative construction of values for the recurrence arguments. Note that 
a function defined by monotonic recurrence from non-decreasing recurrence functions (i.e. non-decreasing 
with respect to size, for each argument) is itself non-decreasing. Thus, if a function is defined from the 
constructors by composition and monotonic recurrences only then it is non-decreasing. This is no longer true 
for simultaneous recurrence, defined below. 
2.2. Recurrtme in higher type 
Definition ( i?pes and their order). As usual, the simple ,firnctional types, or t_yr.s Sor 
short, are generated inductively from a base type o by the binary type constructor -. 
i.e., if T and CJ are simple types then so is T + (T. Parentheses are used in concrete 
syntax, and + is assumed to associate to the right, e.g. r 4 0 - i) stands for T ~. 
(D--/I). The ovcler of types is defined by d(o) = 0. ord(s-a) = max( 1 +onJ(t). 
o&l(a)). 
We write T~,...,T,.+o for r~+~?+..~-r,.--cr, and r’-g if all types T, arc the 
same type r. Note that every type r is of the form CT-o. 
Types are interpreted semantically over A by the obvious function spaces: Ai” =iil 
Aa, and A.+” is the space of all functions from AS to A’. The typed applica- 
tive expressions are defined as usual: We have variables in all types, and write .Y’ 
with the superscript indicating the type of the variable X, but dropped when in no 
danger of confusion. We write occasionally .f’(.~, , ,I,.) for ,f’(xl ) (x, ), and ,$:r 
for “f is an object/function of type r”. If ,7 and r’ are of the same length m, then I’:?’ 
abbreviates “,f, :rl and .,_ and .f,,,:rnZ,” and .f’:a abbreviates “.fi :(r and and ,f,,!:rr.” If 
7’= U-1 . . ..f’n.). (T+T and t:o, then f(t) abbreviates (,f’,(t)... f,,,(t)). If f':rr-T and 
i = ( tI t,, j : CJ. then f((Q) abbreviates (f( tl ) ,f’( t,, )). Thus, for example, if f’l . f’,,, :
C;,p - T, Z : (7, and tt . ..t., : p, then ,7(17)((?‘)) E ( f’l(l?)(tl) ,...,, fl(G)(t,,) . . . . . . 
.f‘m(~~)(tl 1’. .f’d*q(t,l)). 
An explicit dqfinition is a (correctly typed) equation of the form ,f’(x, ) (xi ) = 
exp , where exp is an applicative expression using XI ..Y, , the constructors. and prc- 
viously defined function identifiers. For example, branching functions case’ : o. T” --T 
for arguments of type r are obtained by explicit definitions from case;,: 
case: = case&, 
caseY,~*‘(a.s, . ..x~)(JJ”) = case\.(u,x,(.r) ._._,. yi(y)). 
(2) 
Definition ( Recwrence in higher typcj, Ret”(A)). The schema of rewwnw OIW A 
in tj’pe T is a reading of (1) above with the output of f’ in type r, and whet-c the 
parameters are of arbitrary types: 
.f(.Q’)(C,(3) =s‘.(-~)(a’)(.f(.~)((u’))). 
where ,f : o’,o 4 T, 
.(I(., : ri, o”#, 2” + T, i = 1,. , k. 
(3) 
We write Ret”‘(A) for the set of functionals over A that are defined from the 
constructors of A by recurrence (in all types) and explicit definitions. 
The generalization of primitive recursion to all finite types is due to Godel [9]. who 
showed that the tinctions over N defined via recurrence in all types are precisely the 
provably recursive functions of first-order arithmetic. An earlier use of the schema can 
be found in Hilbert’s [13], where it is shown that Ackermann’s function can be obtained 
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by recurrence in type o -+ O: define (f o g)(x) = f(g(x)); id(x) = x; iter(O, f) = id, 
iter(sn,f) = foiter(n,f); diag(f)(x) = iter(x,f)(x); a(0) = s, a(w) = diag(a(n)). 
Then ack(n) =dr a(n)(n) is a variant of Ackermann’s function. 
2.3. A ramljied type system for recurrence 
Recurrence over A may be construed as an operational delineation of A, since stip- 
ulation that the schema determines a function f presupposes that the domain of f 
must be A: it must be closed under the constructors, because the definition requires it, 
and it contains no other objects, because the definition provides no values for others. 
However, this delineation is, in a way, conceptually circular, because the dual stipula- 
tion, that the function’s co-domain is A, hinges on the assumption that A is already 
given as a completed totality. 5 
Syntactic ramifications of recurrence which bypass the circularity above were in- 
troduced in [ l&4,2 11. In [21,24] the data ramification differentiates between copies 
of A with increasing computational potency, which are construed as being delineated 
successively, avoiding the finitistic-predicative critique above. Here we further gener- 
alize data ramification to higher type recurrence. We introduce a type-constructor, Q 
where Qr is intended as the type of those base objects that support recurrence with 
critical arguments of type z. Note that, extensionally, AR’ = A”, but copies of a in A”’ 
have different computational behavior with respect to the sorted structure. For instance, 
the nth iterate of f: N” +N” is defined if IZ EFV”(~‘~‘), but not if n E M’; and if 
.f: N sz(O+O)+ N” then no non-trivial iterate of f is well-defined. 
Definition (Ram$ed recurrence, RRec”(A)). The ramijied jimctional types (r-types 
for short) are generated from the base type o by the binary type operation --+ and 
the unary 52. The object types are o and the Q-types, i.e. those of the form Or; the 
remaining types are functional. Note that every r-type r is of the form 5-8, for some 
object type 0. 
The formalism RRec’“(A) of ramzjied recurrence in jinite types is obtained by 
modifying Ret’“(A) to conform with the ramified type system, as follows. For each 
object type 0 and each constructor C; of A we posit a constant C: of type 8”’ + 8. For 
a EA we write a0 for the term generated as a, but with the constructors C! used in 
place of Ci. Function composition and term formation are constrained by the extended 
5 The impredicative nature of the recurrence and induction schema has been addressed in various guises 
in [30,14,3 1,X, 16,18,4,20-22,251. Note that the phrase “impredicative” has been used traditionally for 
circularity of set definition in analysis; here we refer to a “finitistic” reading of the phrase, which admits 
infinite sets, such as N and other free algebras, only as constructions in progress, and not as completed 
totalities. Of course, we need not subscribe to finitistic tennets in order to explore its consequences, any 
more than we would need to dismiss exponential time algorithms to be willing to explore the importance of 
poly-time ones. 
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type system. The schema of ram$ed recurrence ,fiw type x is 
f’(.?)(c;(fl’)) = sG(.~)(a’)(fG)(G)))> 
where ,f : (7.52~ + T. (4) 
Y‘, : 0’. (Qz)“‘, Ti’, - 5. i = I,...,k. 
The rationale for ramifying recurrence also justifies the introduction of a less restrictive 
schema for f/at recurrence: 
.fG>(C,(u’)) = s‘,(+w3, 
where ,f : a',0 + z, (5) 
g<., : Fi.0"' + T, i = l,...,k. 
(Note that we do not stipulate flat recurrence for recurrence arguments of Q-type.) We 
denote by RMRec”‘(A) the fragment of RRec”‘(A) in which all instances of recurrence 
are monotonic. When the underlying algebra A is clear from the context, or irrelevant, 
we shall write simply RRec’” and RMRec”’ for the calculi above, and similarly for 
additional calculi we introduce below. 
In the unramilied setting recurrence is easily reduced to its closed instances. 
Indeed, if 
.f(3(c,(a')) = Y~,(,~)(a')(f((a'))(.~)). 
then ,f(.Y)(u) = ,?(a)(.?), where 
.j’(c,(a’)) = &,(a’)(f@)))? 
G,, (a’)(z’)(x’) = SC, (.%Z)(G)). 
However, in the ramified setting this reduction requires changing the type of the recur- 
rence argument from Qr to s2(Ti + r), and this change imposes unnatural restrictions 
and distortions in the type system. 
Also, in the unramified setting recurrence is easily reducible to monotonic recurrence 
and flat recurrence (compare [34, Ch. I.41 for the numeric functions). However, in the 
ramified setting the straightforward reduction requires a type change for the recurrence 
argument, which may disqualify subsequent function definitions as incorrectly typed. 
While it is still true that the (unramified) first-order functions generated via ramified 
higher type recurrence can also be generated via ramified monotonic recurrence, the 
proof we have for that fact uses technical tools somewhat different from the ones 
discussed here; we therefore focus our attention here on the formalism RMRec”’ of 
ramified monotonic recurrence. 
2.4. Exumples qf ramijied recurrent 
It will be convenient to have in hand, for each r-type r = 5 4 0, a canonical 
functional C’ over A of type r, say C’ =dr L?. a”, where ‘E is some fixed O-aty 
constructor of A (one must exist, since A is not empty). If z’= (ri . . z,,,) is a sequence 
of types, we shall write C’ for the sequence (C Pan). 
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(1) (Coercion) A coercion function is a function between object types, that is exten- 
tionally the identity on A. For each Q-type Or - a(&+ 8) we define a coercion 
function ti, : QT+ 0. First, define an auxiliary function r& : QT + z by 
&(cfyZ)) = c;(l;,(a,). lga,.,)) 
where 
cT(u, . . . U,{ )(.?) = cl’(u, (2). . u,; (2)) 
Now let K,(Q) = Iz,(C”). By composing coercion functions K, we get, for each 
Q-type 0, a coercion function 60 : d-, 0. 
(2) (Addition and multiplication) A ramified version of addition, of type o, 520 + o, 
can be defined by the ramified monotonic recurrence +(x)(O) = x, +(x)(s’“n) = 
9(+(x)(n)). A multiplication function x : (Qo)~ --f o can then be defined by the 
ramified monotonic recurrence x(m)(OQ”) = O”, x(m)(s”n) = +(x(m)(n))(m). 
More generally, for each object type 8 we have a copy of addition in type 8, 
Qd + 0, and a copy of multiplication in type (QQ)2 --f H. 
(3) (Exponentiation) In [21,24] we proved that a function f over a polyadic word 
algebra A is computable in time polynomial in the length of the input iff it is 
defined by ramified recurrence in first-order types, which in the present context is 
the same as recurrence restricted to object types of the form PO. Although the ex- 
ponentiation function exp(x) = 2’ is definable by exp(sn) = +(exp(n),exp(n)), 
this recurrence cannot be ramified, because the two arguments of ramified addition 
must be of different types. However, exponentiation can be defined by ramified 
recurrence for second-order functionals, as follows. Let dbl : (o + o) + (o ---) o) 
be defined by dbl(f)(x) = f(f(x)), and define by recurrence in o--10 a function 
e : sZ(o+o) + (010): e(0) = s”, e(sn) = dbl(e(n)). Then e(n)(x) = 2” fx, 
and so exp(n) E 2” = e(n)(O”). More generally, for each object type f3 there is a 
copy of exp, of type 52( 8 + 0) + 0, defined by ramified monotonic recurrence. 
(4) (Iterated exponentiation) Let the functions 2,, over N be defined by 20(x) = x, 
2,+,(x) = exp(2,&)). Then for each object type 19 there is an object type ye such 
that 2, is defined in RMRec”’ as a ramified function of type v + 8. The proof 
is by induction on m. For m = 0 let y = 0. Suppose that f is 2, in type v-$6, 
where y and 8 are object-types. Referring to the previous example, let g be exp 
in type Q(y + ye) + q. Then .f o y is 2,,+, in type s2(q + q) + H. 
(5) (Exponentiation in arbitrary A) Since A is assumed infinite, it has some 0-ary 
constructor a and some constructor fi of arity > 0. If arity (p) > 1 then write P(a) 
for p(a, c( . . r). The numeric functions exp and 2, defined above can be simulated 
over A using x and p in place of 0 and S, respectively. By adapting the previous 
examples, each of these functions has the property that, for each object type 0, it is 
definable in RMRec’” as a ramified function of type n + 8, for some object type y. 
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(6) (Size q#’ terms) If A is a word algebra, then the size of terms is the same as their 
syntactic height. Otherwise, a term’s size is bounded by rli where Y is, as before. 
the largest constructor arity, and h is the term’s height. 
A size-measuring function for terms of A is definable by ramified recurrence, 
as follows. To represent the numeric output in A WC use constructors 3~ and /i 
as in example (5) above. Given an object type 0 and .j 30 define a ramified 
function g,, : (0 4 O)j, 8 + 0 by gi(.fl . . _,f,) =,~f /j o ,f’I o . . ’ o f,. Define a 
function addsz : i2(0 + 0) - H -+ 0 by the ramified recurrence addsz( cj(li)) =: 
g,.,(addsz((a’))). Then addsz(a) = /I’“’ = the nth iterate of p, where n is the num- 
ber of constructors in a. Thus, sz(a) =dr addsz(cr)( x) is a size-measuring function, 
of type s2( 0 --i 0) + 0, that for input c1 returns the number M of constructors in clI, 
represented as @“‘(r), 
2.5. Reducrion of,flat ~ecwrence 
Let RRec:;‘(A) (respectively, RMRec:;‘(A)) be like RRec”‘(A) (respectively, 
RMRec:y(AI)), except that Aat recurrence is replaced by the destructor functions, of 
type o - o, and for each object type 0 a case function case” of type o. 0/’ - I). As 
in (2) above, case functions case’ : o, 7’ -+ z can then be explicitly defined for all 
r-types z. 
Lemma 1. RRec:;’ generates the same ramified jrnctions NS RRec”‘. 
Proof. We have RRec:;’ & RRec”’ since the case and destructor functions are definable 
by flat recurrence. 
To prove the converse, suppose that _f is defined by a flat recurrence, ,f’(.?)(~~(a’) ) = 
g,,(.?)(~), (i = l,..., k). Then ,f can be defined explicitly by 
,f (Z)(u) = case(u, y,., . . . yc, ) 
where 
?' ~ 
i (‘. 
-(,,’ gc,(.<)(dstrl (a), . . dstr&)). 
Using induction on the definition of .f we may assume that the functions qC, are m 
RRec:;‘, so ,f is in RRec:;‘. 0 
_?.tj. Simultiineous recurrence 
Simultaneous recurrence is a seeming generalization of recurrence to the concurrent 
definition of tuple of functions. Functions ,f, . . ,f,), : Z,o-T are defined h!: sirnultun- 
eous uecurrtwc'e if 
.f ,(3CCi(a’)> = Sj~,(~~)(a’)(j(~)((~))). 
where <I,~, : o’, or’, 5”’ 4 z, i = I,... ,k, j = l...., m. 
(6) 
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Ramljied simultaneous recurrence is the schema above, with the recurrence argument 
of type 522 rather than o. 6 
Using sequence-coding functions, simultaneous recurrence is easily reducible to sim- 
ple recurrence.’ The following trivial reduction will suffice for our purpose. 
Lemma 2. Ram$ed simultaneous (monotonic) recurrence is reducible to ramified 
(monotonic) recurrence. 
Proof. Let J‘ be defined by an instance of (6) above. Fix distinct elements bl . . b, of 
A, and define, for each type z, using composition of the case and destructor functions, 
a function choose : 0,7”’ -i 7 such that choosei,(z, y, , . .yn,) = vj if z is 6, 
(j= l... m). Now define by ramified recurrence 
f(u>GXcd4> = choose(u, cpli,. . . q 40,,~~), 
where (~ji = sic, (3 (a’) (_f(bj ) (3 ((4)), 
p : o,a,S27+7, i = l,..., k, j = l,..., m. 
(7) 
Then fj = ](bi). 
2.7. Unramijied functions dejned in RRec’*( A) 
Recall that the functionals defined in RRec’“(A) are not over A, but over a sorted 
algebra whose sorts are the object types, and where the universe of sort 8 is a copy 
A” of A. However, every first-order function f gives rise to a function f- over A, 
obtained from f by identifying all copies A” with A. More precisely, to each ramified 
type r corresponds its unramified form 7~, obtained by replacing every object type by 
0: o- = o, (O -+ 7)- = (T- -+ 7~, and (527)- = o. Then, to each ramified functional 
f of type 7 corresponds its unramified version f - of type z-. Conversely, given an 
r-type 7, to each functional G over A of type 7- corresponds a ramified functional 
G+’ of type 7. The mappings f H f - (f : 7) and G H G+’ are defined jointly 
by discourse-level recurrence on z: For z = 0 an object type we let (a”)- = a and 
(&)+” = au, where a0 is defined as above. Suppose 7 = p + CT is a ramified type; 
if f : 7, define f- by f-(H) = f(H+")-, and if F : 7~, define FAT by F+‘(h) = 
F(h-)+“. 
Lemma 3. For all ramijied f : 7 we have (f -)+’ = f. For all unramijied F : 7- we 
have (F+‘)- = F. 
ONok that the functions simultaneously defined have the same type. This is necessary in the ramified 
setting, because the recurrence argument applies jointly to the functions defined. In the unramified setting, 
however, recurrence for functions of different types o--t r, is reducible to (6). 
‘See e.g. [34] for the case A=N. 
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Proof. By induction on r. The lemma is trivial when r is an object type. Suppose that 
r = p+ c. Consider f : T. For all h : p we have 
(.f_ )+‘(A) = (fPh- )+O by definition of G H G ’ ’ 
= (,f((K)+“‘))-f” by definition of f’ H f 
= (f/z-+” by induction assumption for y 
= fh by induction assumption for Eli. 
So (f-)+’ = ,f. Dually, consider F : T-. For all H : p- we have 
(F+‘)-(H) = (F+‘H+“)) by definition of q H Q- 
= (F(H+“-)+“)- by definition of F H F IT 
= (FH)‘“- by induction assumption for p 
= FH by induction assumption for r~. 
So (FL’)- = F. 0 
We say that a function f over A is dtlfined in RRec”’ (respectively, RMRec”‘) if 
.f = .f- for some ramified f generated in RRec’” (RMRec”‘). 
Lemma 4. An unramijied functional G over A is d&ned in RRec”‘(A) {ff’ G = f 
for some ramified f with target type o. 
Proof. For the forward implication, suppose that G = h-, where h : 3 4 0. Let 
.f =s 60 0 h, for 60 defined in Section 2.4; then G = .f- . The backward implication 
is trivial. U 
Note that the unramified functionals defined in RMRec’” in the sense above are not 
closed under application or composition. For instance, consider the iteration functional 
iter : a(0 --a), (o-o) --f (o+o) and the exponentiation function exp : 52(0+0)-o, 
defined in Section 2.4. Then iter-(exp-) is not an elementary function. More gener- 
ally, the closure under application of the fimctionals definable in RMRec”‘( K!/ ) yields 
all primitive recursive functions. The ramification simply make it possible to define 
functionals, such as iter, that preserve elementary-time computability when applied to 
“tame” functions, by providing a syntactic device that restricts their domain to such 
functions. Thus, the definition of f - for a ramified hmctionals f : T is of interest pri- 
marily when r is first-order, because then the domains of .f ~ and .f can be identified. 
3. Ramified monotonic recurrence captures computing in elementary time 
3.1. Register machines over a.free algebra 
In comparing functional definitions over A to computational complexity classes it is 
useful to refer to a generic machine model for computing over A. A register machine 
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over A is a device A4 consisting of a finite set S of states, a list 27 = (71, . . rc,) of 
registers, and a finite set C of commands. We use s,s’, . to range over states, and 
cp9 4n’, . . . over registers. Two distinct states, begin and end, are distinguished. The 
commands are of the following three kinds. 
Assignment: s -+ S’ 1 ‘p. := tip, . . . cp,,. The semantics is: when in state s, switch to 
state s’ and store in register ‘pO the result of applying c, to the rj values in registers 
‘PI . ..cpY.. 
Branch: s(cpO) ---f sI . . . sk. The semantics is: when in state s, find the main constructor 
c; of the value assigned to ‘pO and switch to state si. 
Destructor: s --f s’ 1 cp o := j(q, ) (where 1 <j d r). The semantics is: when in state s, 
switch to state s’ and assign to ‘p,, the value dstrj(a), where a is the value of cp,. 
A4 is deterministic if for every s E 5’ there is at most one command that starts with s. 
Without loss of generality, we stipulate that every machine allows for an idempotent 
repetition of the end state, say by having a branch command end(n, ) + end.. . end. 
A conjiguration C consists of a state s E S and a store C: I&+ A. Write [UI . . . u,] 
for the store C given by Z(ni) = u;. Let {a/cp}C denote the store that arises from C 
by assigning a to qn. Each command c E C defines a relation jc on configurations, 
following the intended semantics described above. Let ~~4 be the union of these 
relations, and +,T, the reflexive and transitive closure of J,V. A deterministic register 
machine M generates, for each p dm, the partial-function [M]P : Pip - A defined 
by NT = {(aI . . .a,,,b) 1 (begin, [al . .aP,c(. . . a]) +& (end, [b,a.. .a])}. Here c( is 
some fixed 0-ary constructor of A. 
Lemma 5. Turing machines are linear-time reducible to register machines over VI/. 
Register machines ooer word algebras are poly-time reducible to Turing machines. 
Register machines over a tree algebra are exponential-time reducible to Turing ma- 
chines computing over natural coding of algebra elements. 8 
The proof of the lemma is straightforward. It follows that computational complexity 
for register machines over A and for Turing machines are poly-time equivalent for 
word algebras and exponential time equivalent for tree algebras. 
3.2. Simulation of register machines by ramiJied recurrence 
Recall that a numeric function is elementary (in the sense of Kalmar [15]) if it is 
generated from identity, zero, successor, cut-off subtraction, addition, and multiplication, 
using the operation of composition and bounded sum and product. It is easy to see 
that every unary elementary function is majorized by an iterated exponential function, 
i.e. 1z.c. 2y(~) for some c and q. 
’ Exponential time is essential here, because a register machine over binary trees can build in linear time 
a full binary tree with 2” nodes from a (skewed) tree with n nodes. 
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Lemma 6. If’ a function f over A is computable in time elementary in the sire of 
the input, then .f E RMRecr(A). 
Proof. Let CI and /? be constructors of A, as in Example 2.4(5). Let A4 be a dcter- 
ministic register machine over A, with states si .s/, that computes .f within time 
c 2,(n), where IZ is the size of the input. Choose some distinct bI . b, E A, and let 
#s, =ds b, serve as a code for s,. We define a function stt and, for each q E n. a 
function [q], such that stt(a,$“‘~) and [(~](a, /3”’ ) x are, respectively, the machine’s 
state and the value of cp after n computation steps for input a. These m+ 1 functions 
are definable by simultaneous recurrence, using recurrence functions that arc explicitly 
defined from the constructor, destructor and case functions, as follows. 
The only recurrence clauses of interest are for constructors SI and fi. ‘) For 3, let 
stt(a, 3) = #begin 
[q](a.cc)=if cp is cp, then a else u 
The clause for fl is defined using cases for the command in C with source state s, 
where #s = stt(a, t) (there is at most one such command, since M is deterministic). 
If that command is an assignment as displayed above, then stt(a,j?t) = KY’; also, we 
let [cp](a./?t) = [~](a, t) for cp other than qO, and = c,([cp,l(u, t). [cp,.,l)(a. t)) for 
cp = ‘po. For a branching command as above, stt(a, fit) = case([cp,](a, t), #sl.. , #sk ). 
and [~](a. /Tt) = [cp](a, t). Finally, for a destructor command as above, stt(a, l)‘t) = #,r’, 
and we let [<~](a, fit) = [cp](a, t) for cp other than q,, and = dstrj([cp,](a. t)) otherwise. 
If no command exists with source state s, let stt(a,/?t) = begin and [q](a,/jt) = r. 
Note that all recurrence functions used above are defined as composition of the 
contructor, destructor, and case functions, and are therefore all definable as ramified 
fknctions over type o. Thus the functions stt and [cp] are defined in RMRec:: as 
ramified functions of typ o, Qo + o. In particular, it follows by Lemma 2 that [7-r,] is 
defined as a ramified function of type Qo,o 10, by ramified recurrence in type o-o. 
Since we stipulate that machines allow for idempotent repetitions of end, we have 
.f(a) = C~ll(a.c. &(sz(a))) 
for some c and q. Let 0 = 510. By Section 2.4, Examples 4 and 6, there is an object 
type q for which there is a ramified function 2, : q + 0, and then a ramified function 
sz : +Q(q 4 ry) + q, a ramified function x : Q2 + o, and a coercion function 6(2,,, __,/, : 
!2(y + q) - o. Composing these functions, we can define 
.f(a) = [Xll(fi n(fi-,r)a. c x &(sz(a))) 
with .f : Q(q+q)+o. Thus .f t RMRec:;‘(A). r7 
‘Clauses for other constructors C may be set arbitrarily, e.g. stt(c(. .).a) z #begin and [cp](c(. .),(I) 
= 2. 
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4. Ramified applicative calculi 
4.1. An applicative formalism for raml$ed recurrence 
Definition. Let RRMR”(A) be the following applied &calculus, typed by r-types. The 
constants are: c” . Ori + 0 for each object type 0 (i = 1 . . . k); RL : 011,. . . ak,Rz + z, 
for each r-type’z: where ai E ?‘i + r; and Fi : (,,...&, o + T for each r-type z, 
where ti E 0’1 --3 r. Terms are built from typed variables and the constants above by 
A-abstration and application, as usual. 
The reduction rules are the usual p and q reductions, plus Recurrence Reduction and 
Flat Reduction: 
R”E, .. *E&(t, . . .t,J)+EiG, I.- G,., where Gi = R” El . . . Ek ti 
F”E, .. . Ek (WI . . . t,; )) =+ Eitl . . . tri. 
As for the equational calculus RMRec”, we define a variant RIMR: of RIMR’“, 
where flat recurrence is replaced by destructors and case functions: F is replaced by 
constants dstr, . . . dstr, : o-+0, and for each object type 0, case0 : o, Ok --f 8; and the 
reduction rule for F is replaced by rules for these functions: 
dstrj(ct(al . ..a~.)) * aj, j<ri, 
dstrj(ci(a’)) + Q(z), j > Yi, 
Case(Cf(z), bl . . . bk) + bi. 
Examples. (1) case:, = FTi+Tpl . . . pk, where pi =df /lyl . . . y,.,. ix, . . .xk.xi. 
(2) dstri = F’q1 . . .qx_, where qi =df Ay, . . .yI.,.yi if j<ri, q; =df iyl . , . yr,. C,(Y) 
otherwise. 
(3) +0 = R”sO, of type o, Qo + o, and x r) = Ln. R” (AZ. +, (z, n)) O”, of type (Go>: + o. 
(4) exp = Ilk~o(~‘+~). e(n)(O), where e =df R “““(Af. f 0 f)(P). 
(5) sz =df Aa.addsz(a, a), where addsz = R”““F, . . .Fh-, with F, =df nfl . . .f,., . /?o 
fl 0 . 0 .f I-,. 
We say that an (unramified) function g over A is dtlfinable in RAMR” (or in 
RAMR:) if there is a ramified functional f definable by a term of RIMR’” (RIZMR:, 
respectively) such that g = f-. 
Proposition 7. Let f be a ramified functional over A. The following properties are 
equivalent. 
(1) f is definable in RMRec’“. 
(2) f is d+rable in RMRec:;. 
(3) f is defined by a term of RAMR”‘. 
(4) f is deJined by a term of RAMR:. 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent by Lemma 1, and the equivalence of (3) and (4 ) 
is similar. (3) implies (1) trivially. The only observation of interest is the implication 
from (1) to (3) because RMRec”’ allows recurrence with parameters, whereas the 
operators R’ used in RIZMR” represent closed induction. However. if ,f’ is defined by 
a ramified monotonic recurrence 
.fW(G(a’>) = &,G)(fwm>~ i = l,...,k (9) 
and g,, is defined in RIMR” by the term Gi (i = 1,. . k), then ,f is defined by the 
term 
F G X. R’( G, (2)) (CL (2)). 
From this it follows, by induction on the length of function definitions in RMRec”‘. 
that (I) implies (3). 3 
4.2. Lumhda representution of ramified monotonic recurrence 
A natural representation of free algebras A in i.-calculi, generalizing Church’s rep- 
resentation of natural numbers, seems to be due to Berraducci and Boehm [6]. Let A 
be as above, with constructors CI ch. Fix a sequence c’ = cl CL of variables, where 
c, : <; =df d ---to. For a E A let a(Z) be the same as a, but with C, replaced by c’,. 
and let uL”. the i-term representing a in type o, be defined as Rc’..a{c’}. Note that a”’ 
is of type <, . , j, + o, which we denote by A. For example, I = (o -+ o), o- o. 
More generally, given any type (T, we can represent an element u E A over type r 
by a i-term u’“, defined precisely like a”’ above, but with type o replaced everywhere 
by cr. The type of a’” is /Y[a], that is the type obtained by replacing each occurrence of 
o in A by (T. For example, taking 2 = s(s(0)) E PU, we have 2” = i..s”~“‘,=“.s(.s(-_)). 
To adequately capture RIZMR”’ we cannot make do with a pure A-calculus, since 
even subtraction over N would not be represented [36]. Let 12(G) be the simply typed 
lambda calculus, extended as follows. (Note that the types are not ramified.) 
l The syntax is augmented with constants c, : d - o (i = I . k). dstr, : o - o 
(,j = I r), and case : oh+’ to. 
l The reduction rules are extended with case- and destructor-reductions as for RIZMR:: 
above. We write = for the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the /i-% tl-. 
case- and destructor-reductions. 
Each a E A has in lI(A) both a concrete representation, as an applicative term. and 
an abstract representation a’G, of type A[g], for each type 0. 
We define the following mapping r H Z from r-types over A to pure types. 0 = 0, 
- 
t=ta = ?%+a, Qr = &I. We further define a mapping from terms E of RIZRM:y( A) 
to terms i? of 11(A), where if E is of type T, then i? is of type Z. 
l If L’ is a variable of type r, then F is a variable of type Y. 
0 cp =<i, c,. 
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l CDT - , -dfhXI . ..x.,.k, . ..ck.c&(q...., xr,(c')), where all xi’s are of type A[?], and -_ - 
c; is of type 7’1 -+7. Note that cy : Qzri +QT. 
l dstr, =df dstrj, CaSeO =df case, and for each Q-type 6 = n(t), if Z = a’io then 
case0 = A&, x;, . ,x;, jF. case(a,x,(J+), . . ,xk(y’)). 
. FG=df FG. 
-- 
l Axx’.F = ,W.F; - 
Definition. (A-representation of ramified functionals). The representation of closed 
terms F of RIZRMf(A) by closed terms fi of U(A) is defined by discourse-level 
recurrence on types, as follows. 
If F is a closed term of type o then F reduces in RIZRMr(A) to some a E A. p 
represents F iff k is of type o and reduces to a in l&A). 
If F is a closed term of O-type 0 then F reduces in RIZRMF(A) to u0 for some 
a E A. $ represents F iff p reduces in U(A) to a”. 
If F is of type IS * r, then it is represented by p iff for every closed term G in 
RIZRMr(A), of type c, and every term G of l&A) that represents G, the term PG 
represents FG. 
If F is a term of RIMRt(A) that defines a ramified functional f, and P represents 
F in U(A), then we say that f and f- are represented in 12(A) by 3. 
Lemma 8. If p represents F, F=M in RIRM:(A), and p=N in 12(A), then N 
represents 1!4. 
We follow the standard I-calculus terminology for In(A). A redex in a term A4 is 
a subexpression EF that can be reduced. M is normal if it has no redex. The rank of 
a redex EF is the order of the type of E. The redex rank of A4 is the largest rank of 
redexes in M, if there is one, and is 0 if A4 is normal. 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the type of F. q 
The following is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
Lemma 9. Let A4 be a closed term of RIZRMr(A), of object type 0. Then M reduces 
to a0 for some a E A. Moreover, tf 6, = o then a” is the unique normal term repre- 
senting A4 in U(A), and tf 0 = Qt then a”’ IS the unique normal term representing 
A4 in l&A). 
4.3. Ramified functionals dehned by applicative recurrence are A-represented 
Lemma 10. Let E s E[xl . ..x,] be a Il:free A-term. Suppose that G, . .,G, are 
closed terms of RIZMRY, represented in 12(A) by 61,. . .6,, respectively. Then E[G, 
. . .,G,] is represented in U(A) by E[G;1,. . . CT?‘,,]. 
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Proof. Straightforward induction on E. lI 
Proposition 11. Let F he u closed term oj‘ RIZRM:;‘( A). Then ? represents F in 
11(A). 
Proof. We show that if F is a term of RIRM:,“(A), and F* is a i-closure of F (using 
- 
any order for the variables free in F), then F* represents F”. The proof is by induction 
on (the length of) F. 
l F is a variable .X of type T, F* = k’.x; then F is ,IYY~.x, which satisfies the propo- 
sition, 
l F = cl, so F* = F* = F is of type 0’1 + o. Suppose A41 . .M,., are closed terms 
of type o, represented in U(A) by A% 1 . . .I@,., respectively. Then M, reduces in 
RIZRM:y(G) to some a, E A, and hence A?, reduces in In(A) to a, (j = 1 r,). 
Thus Fk, A?,., and FM, . M,., both reduce to ~,(a, . a,., ) in their respective 
systems. Thus F represents F. 
l F is case:, or a destructor function. This is similar to the previous case. 
l F = cf”. So F* = F. Let Ml . ..M,-, be closed terms of type QT. By Lemma 9 !Vl, 
reduces in RIRM:,’ to u:j7, for some a, E A(j = 1 .r,). Suppose that A?, : AJT] 
represents M,, i.e. A, reduces to CZ~’ (j = 1 . r, ). From the definition of F* = CC:” 
we have that F*Mt .I%?,., /3q-reduces to c;(al .u,;)“, so F* represents F. 
l F is an application, DE, and F* = k;’ .x,7; DE. Without loss of generality, assume 
that x1 .x,, are free in both D and E, so D* s i2.D and E* s 12.E. Let G;’ G,:; 
be closed terms of RIRM:y(A), and let 6, be a term of lL( A) that represents 
G,(j=l . ..m). We have F*G, . . . G,,, =ii D”Gl . ..G.,,(E*G, . ..G.,,). By induction 
assumption F represents E* = X E, so E”C?l .6,,, represents E-G, G,,,. Also, 
- 
by induction assumption D* represents D* E W. D. Thus, PC% &,,,(E”dI . .6,,, ), 
which is /?-equal to F*Gr C?,,,, represents D”Gl G,,,(E*Gl G,,,). which is /I’- 
- 
equal to FxGl G,,,. By Lemma 8 this implies that F- represent F*. 
l F = 2~‘. E, and so F* = j_?,~~.E. Choose the order of variables so that E* = F’. 
By induction assumption for E, ?? = F” represents E”. which is the same 
as F”. 
l F is a ramified recurrence constant, R’,. F” = F : al,. . cq, Qz - z. where x,= 
- r”’ .: ---t r. So F* E R, E ig, . . . gt. IJI~. agl gk , where CJ, is of type rA,. To 
see that F represents F, consider closed terms GI, , Gk, A of RIRM:;‘( A ). of 
types CXI ah, Qz, respectively, and suppose that GI G,,,,A represent GI G,,,. A, 
respectively. By Lemma 8 we may assume that A is normal, i.e. a”’ for some 
u E {A}. Since 2 represents A, we have A = u” in lL( A). We need to show that 
I$? =dr KG1 ‘. ~?;,a”’ represents M =df R\G, GAU”~. The term h;l P-reduces in 
11(A) to ti’ =df [G, ... G/;/C, .q].a{c’} ( w ere h the bracket notation is for tex- 
tual substitution). The term M reduces in RIRM::(A) (by recurrence reduction) to 
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hf’ =df [G, . . Gk/C, . . .ck].a{Z}. Since Gj represents Gi, it follows, by Lemma 10, 
that 2’ represents M’. By Lemma 8 & represents M. 0 
5. Lambda represented functions are computable in elementary time 
Lemma 12. If F is a term of RIMRz(A) of height h and redex rank q, then F 
reduces in RIZMRr(A) to a normal term FN of height <2,(h), in time 0(2,+,(h)*). lo 
Proof. Consider F as a term of the simply typed A-calculus 112 with the constant 
function identifiers (constructors, destructors and case) viewed as free variables. As 
such, F can be reduced to a normal term F” of 112 of height <2,(h); see e.g. [36]. 
We assess the computation time of the standard procedure, which proceeds inductively 
to eliminate in F all redexes of rank q, yielding a term Fq of redex rank Gq- 1, and 
iterates this process for q-l, q-2,. . . , 1. The elimination of redexes of rank q proceeds 
by recurrence on F: if F = (Ax. D)E is itself a redex of rank q, then FS is taken to be 
[Eq/x]Dq. The height of Fq is Q height (0“) + height (Eq), and this single reduction, 
which consists in copying over Eq at most s& (Dq) times, and copying 04 once, takes 
time <c @(Fq) = c 21 (height (Fq)) = c 211, for some small constant c (depending 
on the computation model). The next cycle starts with Fq of height 2h, and eliminates 
redexes of rank q- 1 to produce a term (Fq)q-I, of height <22(h), in time 0(23(h)). 
The total computation time of F” from F is thus 0(2,+1(h)). 
The term F0 is normai in 112 but not necessarily in l&A), since redexes with respect 
to destructor- and case-reductions are still possible. However, these reductions decrease 
term size, without creating new /?-redexes (retail that case : oki-’ -+ 0). Therefore at 
most &(F”) of them can be performed, in any order, before a normal term of U(A) 
is obtained. The computation time for each reduction is bounded by the size of the 
input term. The final normal term FN still has height <2,(h), and the computation of 
FN from F” takes at most s&(F”)~ = O((2,+~(h))2 steps. 
Combining the two parts of the procedure, we find that F” is computed from F in 
time 0((2,+l(h))‘. 0 
Proposition 13. The functions over A representable in IA(A) are computable in ele- 
mentary time. 
Proof. Let f be a function over A defined in RIZMRr(A) by a term F. Without loss 
of generality, assume that f is unary. By Lemma 4 we may assume that F : Oz + o 
for some r, and so F : A[?] --to (as deiined in Section 4.2). For each a E A, we have 
that F aii = f a. Thus, to calculate fa we need only normalize F a”‘. By Lemma 12 
this can be performed in time elementary in the size of Faa”<; since F is constant, the 
computation time is elementary in the size of ali, i.e. in the size of a. 0 
lo The computation model is immaterial, since polynomial reducibilities are absorbed here by the constant 
coefficient. 
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6. Characterization theorems 
6.1. Ram$ed recurrence equals elementary time 
The following theorem collects and summarizes our main results: 
Theorem 14. Let G be a free algebra. The follobring conditions are equivalent jkw a 
fimction .f over A: 
(1) f is computed in time elementary, in the size qf the input. 
(2) ,f is d+inable in the equational calculus RMRec”. 
(3) .f’ is d+ned bJ1 an applicative program in RIZMR”‘. 
(4) ,f is dejined bJ> an applicative program in RIMR:;‘. 
(5) f is represented in U(G). 
Proof. (1) implies (2) by Lemma 6. (2) is equivalent to (3) and (4) by Proposition 7. 
(4) implies (5) by Proposition 11. Finally, (5) implies (1) by Proposition 13. I 
Note that the characterizations of the elementary functions in (2) and (3) use no 
initial functions other than the constructors. On the other hand, the destructor and case 
functions are essential in (4) and (5), since subtraction is not representable in the pure 
simply typed i,-calculus [36]. 
6 2. Multi-sorted progrumming lunguages 
Ramified recurrence is a potentially useful tool for development of programming lan- 
guages with a built-in mechanism relating program syntax to their computational com- 
plexity. However, programming languages typically refer to several basic data types, 
such as strings over a given alphabet, booleans, trees, integers, and real and complex 
numbers. To a large extent each such data system can be reduced to a sorted structure 
with free algebras as sorts. Strings can be trivially identified, as above, with a word 
algebra with a single constant E and with each alphabet symbol as a unary constructor; 
the booleans trivially constitute a free algebra; and integers are reducible to pairs of 
booleans and natural numbers (namely, signed natural numbers). Reals and complex 
numbers are of a different nature, and notions of computational complexity over them 
differ according to the choice of computational model. If reals are perceived as second- 
order objects, either Dedekind cuts, Cauchy sequences, or continuous fractions, then 
they are reducible to functions over a free algebra, and computing over them falls 
directly into to the realm of computational complexity analysis via ramified recurrence 
for second-order types. 
Our analysis above is pertinent to any data system reducible to a multi-sorted struc- 
ture with free algebras as sorts (compare [17, Sections 3.4, 5.2, 6.1, 6.61). The general- 
ization to a sorted system Y that combines several free algebras calls for the following 
modifications: (1) The underlying (unramified) type system must have a base type for 
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each sort of 9. (2) The ramified type system has a type-forming operation sZii for 
each base type /)‘: Qir(,) is the type of objects of sort p that support definition by 
recurrence of functions of type b + z (note that z may refer to other sorts). (3) The 
composition and term-formation rules are regulated by this extended type system. (4) 
There are a ramified recurrence schema and a flat recurrence schema for each sort /I 
and output type z. 
The formalism outlined above allows then ramified definitions of various multi-sorted 
functions that are built-in or defined in typed programming languages, such as length- 
of-sequence, bit extraction, etc. 
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